
Letter from Langshott
12th December, 2021

My Dear friends and creative thinkers,

"The Human mind is Limited"
True observation is an intensely meditative exercise in which the observer sees only
the object of observation. This creates a spiritual bond between the observer and the
observed, and so forms a collaborative relationship between the two which leads to
understanding at the deepest level. This level of understanding is steeped in such
magnificence that it discerns the presence of a Super-Intelligent Force (SIF) in
everything, even in the micro-cosmic vibrating particles of matter. The question then
arises: what is the source of this SIF that enlivens the minutest particles of
atoms? 

Many who have asked this question have returned empty-handed because the
question in itself is false or defective. It is seeking the source or origin of the SIF which
is the normal tendency of the mind. The mind is clever but it can only work in the
realm of stimulus, time, and space. A learned mind will explain the formation of the
universe in the aftermath of the ‘big bang’ but it cannot adequately address the
question: what preceded the ‘big bang’, and what was its cause. The mind cannot
address this rationally and scientifically in absence of a human language or any
graphic depiction to facilitate the visualization of such a state – because the mind
hasn’t been there. 

The mind is the wrong instrument for conducting this inquiry.
Is it possible that to get a whiff of the Creator of the entire cosmic tapestry that we are
a part of and see with such glorious awe we have to transcend the entire
masterpiece in a mindless state? that we have to change our form to satisfy
our curiosity? 

Keep thinking!
 

Be blessed.

Anil Kumar
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